
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
ALEON, Inc. Exhibits its Aluminum and ABS Equipment Case Collection 

 
Aluminum equipment case manufacturer to exhibit Expanded line  

at the 2020 Shot Show in Las Vegas in January 
 

 
 
DAVIS, CA – Jan 2020 – ALEON®, Inc., Northern 

California-based aluminum case manufacturer, will 

debut its expanded Equipment Case Collection of 

aircraft-grade aluminum equipment cases at the 2020 

Shot Show January 21–24, 2020 in Las Vegas, NV.  

 

ALEON makes state-of-the-art Aluminum and ABS 

Equipment cases in addition to Aluminum Luggage 

and Briefcases that are durable, timeless in design, 

affordably priced, and offer exceptional protection 

and security.  

 

Aluminum Cases are Lightweight, Secure, Safe, and 

Durable 

 

ALEON aluminum cases are incredibly strong, 

durable, and lightweight. Aluminum will not puncture 

or tear and offers superior security and safety. Double 

reinforced corners add extra protection, and integrated TSA-accepted locks keep contents secure. 

Furthermore, ALEON's frame closure with latching locks – opposed to a zippered case – greatly 

reduces the possibility of theft and the fitted rubber seal makes the case weatherproof. ALEON 



aluminum cases are perfect for all applications where protection of vital instrumentation and 

equipment is desired, for both storage and transport. 

 

Aluminum cases are more affordable than you think. 

 

Lightweight, durable, reliable, and highly functional, ALEON manufacturers all the components 

– except the TSA locks – in-house and gives the savings back to the consumer.  

 

The price range for the collections is $100 to $900. Because all case componentry (excluding the 

TSA-accepted lock) is manufactured at ALEON's integrated factory, cases are not only 

guaranteed to be of exceptional quality but are offered at a lower price point than other 

aluminum cases on the market.  

 

The Aluminum equipment case collection includes 24 pieces. The ABS collection consists of 42 

pieces, and ALEON's works with customers who are looking for a custom size.   

 

ALEON takes its name from the Periodic Table's symbol for aluminum, "Al," and from the word 

itself, which means "an unusually kind and dedicated person." The company offers high-quality 

cases that endure the rigors of travel and provide a positive experience for travelers and backs its 

product with a global 10-year limited warranty. ALEON gives back. Part of every purchase goes 

to the Abundant Life Foundation to bring light to Rotan. ALEON is currently available in the 

United States, Canada, Europe, Japan, and China.  

 

For more information about ALEON, Inc., its Equipment Case Collection, contact Carol Elms at 

530-302-5898 or Carol@ALEONcase.com. 

 

MEDIA CONTACT: 

Carol Elms, Owner 

Carol@ALEONcase.com 

530-302-5898   

 



ALEON, Inc. 

https://ALEONcase.com 

 

PHOTO 

ALEON's Aluminum equipment cases stacked. 

Hi- and low-res images available. 

 

ABOUT ALEON, Inc. | ALEON is the collaboration of a progressive American company based 

in tech-centric Northern California and a technologically advanced manufacturer in China to 

bring travelers a state-of-the-art line of aluminum and ABS cases that are durable, secure, 

timeless, affordably priced and naturally RFID-shielded to keep digital thieves from skimming 

personal data. Influenced by the cutting-edge tech industries that dominate the Northern 

California region, ALEON luggage embodies a timeless aesthetic to ensure style-savvy and 

seamless travel experiences. The ALEON brand was launched in mid-2016 in the United States 

and Canada and is sold in better specialty stores and on e-commerce sites. ALEON is currently 

available in Canada, Europe, Japan, and China. 

 


